The mission of tnAchieves is to increase higher education opportunities for Tennessee high school students by providing mentorship or guidance or last-dollar scholarships.

**MENTOR PROGRAM CYCLE**

- **Apply to Mentor Students from the High School of your Choice**
  - December 6, 2019

- **Attend Team Meeting with Assigned Students**
  - September 2020

- **Communicate with Assigned Students Every Two Weeks**
  - April-September 2020

- **Attend Team Meeting with Assigned Students**
  - (Meeting locations are assigned by high school)
  - March-April 2020

- **Attend One-Hour Mentor Training**
  - December 2019-February 2020

- **Receive List of TN Promise Students**
  - February 2020

**IT ONLY TAKES 12 HOURS A YEAR TO CHANGE A LIFE.**

**CONTACT US**

Mentors@tnAchieves.org

615-604-1306

**FOLLOW US**

@tnAchieves
TN Achieves
Changing Lives, Transforming Communities

In partnership with TN Promise, tnAchieves’ mission is to increase higher education opportunities for Tennessee high school students by providing last-dollar scholarships with mentor guidance.

SUCCESS INDICATORS

FALL TO FALL RETENTION
Class of 2016
- TN Promise: 67%
- Non-TN Promise: 58%
TN Promise students are outpacing their peers by 9 percentage points

3-YEAR GRADUATION
Class of 2015
- TN Promise: 34%
- Non-TN Promise: 13%
TN Promise students are outpacing their peers by 21 percentage points

BEING A MENTOR MEANS...

COMMITTING
1 HOUR
per month to support assigned students

SERVING
3 ROLES
Task-Master, Resource, Encourager

GUIDING
3-10 STUDENTS
from mentor’s high school of choice

TRANSFORMING TENNESSEE
by changing the state’s college-going culture

Mentors must be at least 21 years old and will be subject to a background check.